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Abstract
The present study is meant to obtain tribological insight into the interface of a rolling rubber wheel on a counter-surface disk 
based on the work of the previous study Salehi et al. (Tribol Lett 68(1):37, 2020), in which a new test method was developed 
to rapidly predict tire grip in a laboratory environment. A Laboratory Abrasion Tester (LAT100) was used and exploited as 
a tribometer. This opened a new cost- and time-effective horizon for tire material development in a laboratory environment 
rather than having to test tread compounds by building full-scale tires. The method was validated by a comprehensive study 
for six different tire tread compositions, by correlating the laboratory data for solid rubber wheels as LAT100 specimens 
with real tire results in two test modalities: lateral (α) and longitudinal (κ) sweep tests on a dry road. It was demonstrated that 
the LAT100 can be exploited to simulate the �-sweep tire tests, but not the �-sweep. The dynamics and physics of a rolling 
rubber wheel on a counter-surface disk of the LAT100 test step-up are investigated utilizing the renowned physical “brush 
model” in comparison to full-scale tire tests. The type of test modality leads to different friction mechanisms in the contact 
patch even at similar test conditions. This is substantiated by recognizing the two regions: stationary and non-stationary, in 
the contact area which results in different friction components and mechanisms. The behavior of the rolling wheel in lateral 
and longitudinal movements at the same test conditions is comparable if the contributions of the mentioned regions in the 
contact area are similar.

Keywords Tire tribology · Tire grip · Rubber friction · LAT100 · Brush model · Solid rubber wheel

1 Introduction

Tire grip or traction is a concept that describes the grasp 
and interaction between the tire and the road to avoid vehi-
cle skidding or sliding, crucial for safety. Proper tire grip 
provides a good level of handling which is a prerequisite 
for vehicle steering in various driving states such as corner-
ing, braking, and accelerating. The tire grip is the result of 
the generated frictional forces in the aforementioned driving 
states which are created by tire slippage in the contact patch. 

When a vehicle brakes, accelerates, or corners, the tire tread 
elements in the contact area move a noticeable displacement 
in relation to the road. This has been elaborated in detail in 
our previous study [1]. Among all available laboratory tri-
bometers suitable for measuring tire tread frictional proper-
ties, great interest exists towards measurements with solid 
rubber wheels [1–18]. The main advantage is the rolling 
movement of the rubber wheel sample which is analogous 
to a tire. The friction properties of rubber materials as the 
output of the laboratory devices are often employed as input 
data for tire modeling and simulations. Using a rolling wheel 
sample provides a more realistic input for tire modeling due 
to better surface cooling, compared to sliding body measure-
ments with continuous contact to the counter-surface [18].

In the previous study [1], the Laboratory Abrasion 
Tester (LAT100)—despite its name—was re-designed 
and employed as a laboratory tribometer for prediction 
of tire friction using a solid rubber wheel sample known 
as the Grosch wheel. First, it was demonstrated that the 
LAT100 can be exploited particularly to simulate the 
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lateral �-sweep tire tests, despite not being the longitu-
dinal �-sweep. The correlations were acquired experi-
mentally and verified with statistical analyses. Second, 
it was shown that there was no correlation between the 
two different test modalities of α- and κ-sweep data of 
the tire at the peak points of the friction curves for all six 
tread compounds, though the test was performed at the 
same test conditions. Because both test modalities were 
outdoor types and the friction behaviors were measured 
on full-scale tire interfaces with the same road asphalt 
surface, it was deduced that the comparison between the 
acquired tire data demonstrated the differences in the two 
tire test modalities.

The present study supports the previous work by cre-
ating more insight into the wheel rolling dynamics to 
understand the acquired correlations between the labora-
tory and the road by comprehending the involved friction 
phenomena and mechanisms in the contact patch. By uti-
lizing the physical “brush model” for tires, the dynamics 
and physics of a rolling rubber wheel on a counter-surface 
disk of the LAT100 test set-up are highlighted. Therewith, 
the behavior of the rolling wheel in lateral and longitu-
dinal, compared to real tire movements is investigated. 
The intricate differences between the � and � sweep test 
configurations are elaborated. With this approach, the 
previous conclusions become more concrete and answers 
to remaining questions are provided.

2  The Physics and Dynamics of the LAT100 
Device

2.1  Test Set‑Up

The LAT100 simulates tire-operating conditions to measure 
the frictional forces as a function of various slips, normal 
loads, and speeds on different counter-surface substrates. 
Figure 1 (left) shows a schematic view of the LAT100 test 
set-up. The machine consists of a driven disk with a diameter 
of 350 mm onto which a solid rubber wheel with outside 
and inside diameters of 84 mm and 35 mm and a thickness 
of 19 mm, known as Grosch wheel, is pressed under a given 
normal load FN (N) and run at a defined slip velocity of Vs 
(km/h). The slip velocity is created by combining the disk 
traveling velocity Vt and a slip angle α (°). The basic princi-
ple is that the disk spinning with a certain traveling velocity 
induces rotation of the Grosch wheel with a circumferential 
velocity Vc . Side (lateral) Fs and friction Ff forces are gen-
erated by the slip velocity and the normal force. Counter-
surface disks with various surface roughness can also be 
mounted. All three force components acting on the wheel 
during the tests are recorded with the load cell measuring 
hub. Figure 1 (Right) shows the trigonometry of the veloci-
ties and resultant forces of the Grosch wheel sample on the 
LAT100 disk at slip angle α. The test set-up is arranged 
in a vertical alignment which eases the removal of abra-
sion debris. The frictional forces as direct outputs of the 

Fig. 1  (Left) Schematic view of the LAT100 test set-up, (Right) The trigonometry of velocities and the resultant forces of the Grosch wheel 
sample on the LAT100 counter-surface disk at slip angle α 
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measurements with the LAT100 enable to rank and compare 
various rubber compounds.

2.2  Curvature Effect of the Disk Counter‑Surface

Based on the gradient of the radial distance between the 
leading and trailing edge of the Grosch wheel to the disk 
center point H , the disk traveling velocity alters: Vt = r ∗ � , 
the further the point from the center, the larger the traveling 
velocity. Here, R in Figs. 1 and 2 is the distance between the 
center of the contact area and the disk center point H , and 
r varies around the R value dependent on the slip angle and 
disk curvature. Consequently, the slip velocities vary; this 
is not the case if no curvature exists provided macro-scale 
speaking. Figure 2 depict a schematic view of the contact 
area of the Grosch wheel with and without a disk curvature 
at a slip angle α (°).

The relationship between the traveling and slip velocities 
in the center point of the wheel contact with the counter-
surface disk is expressed in Eq. (1).

At any other point in the contact area, the slip velocity 
varies according to Eq. (2).

where r can be estimated as follows:

The derivation of r is presented in “Appendix”. On an 
actual road, the impact of a bend in cornering depends on the 
radius of the curvature which is most notable in sharp turns.

2.3  Rubber Wheel Deflection

A deflection � for the rubber wheel-shaped sample occurs 
as shown in Fig. 3. As the normal load FN increases, the 

(1)Vs = Vt sin α = R� sin �.

(2)Vs = Vt

r(x, y, �)

R
sin �,

(3)r(x, y, �) = R2 + x2 + y2 − 2R(y cos � + x sin �).

wheel flattens more in the center of the contact area. The re 
is defined as the effective radius of the rubber wheel when 
spinning without an external torque applied to the rolling 
axis. Its value lies somewhere in between the unloaded 
radius rw and the static loaded rl [19].

3  Friction Modeling

3.1  Rolling Friction of a Tire

The function of a tire on the road can only be achieved due 
to viscoelastic nature of a material called rubber. The tire 
is composed of various elements which are mainly rubber 
compounds, each contributing to the overall performance 
profile. It interfaces with the road which is also an intricate 
system. As a result, the tire is considered a non-linear func-
tion of a multitude of inputs and outputs such as velocity, 
longitudinal slip � , side slip � , inclination (camber) angle 
� , and forces and moments in different directions. Above 
all, road conditions, temperature, tire inflation pressure, 
and wear have roles to play. To predict tire grip or friction, 
considering all contributing factors in one laboratory device 
seems an elaborate task to accomplish. However, the tread 

Fig. 2  Simplified schematic view of the contact area of the Grosch wheel at slip angle α (°) with and without disk curvature. The black, green, 
and red vectors are disk traveling, wheel circumferential, and slip velocities, respectively; rubber deformation is disregarded (Color figure online)

Fig. 3  Wheel deflection under normal load FN , vertical deflection � , 
loaded radius rl, effective radius re, unloaded wheel radius rw , and a is 
half of the contact length
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composition itself is the main factor influencing tire fric-
tion beside the tire construction and the tread pattern, see 
Fig. 4 [20].

To mimic the tire situation in the laboratory environment, 
it is required to understand what a tire experiences in the 
contact patch. The attempt within the previous study was 
to predict dry tire grip with the determination of the rubber 
friction in a laboratory environment. Some concepts of the 
interface of the tire with the road, frictional forces, slippage, 
and friction curves were described in two situations of longi-
tudinal and lateral slips. Considering a simplified schematic 
view of tread blocks in the contact patch in longitudinal slip-
page in Fig. 5, tire grip is generated by the frictional forces 
which are created by the relative movements of these tread 
blocks on the ground. Slippage occurs only during corner-
ing, braking, and accelerating when the tread block has a 
displacement; otherwise, the relative speed of the tire in the 
contact line would be zero.

Two regions can be recognized in each tire revolution: 
stationary and non-stationary, also known as adhesion and 
sliding regions according to Pacejka [23]. What every single 
tread block experiences in the contact area, it first starts with 

the front non-stationary region in which the tread blocks 
adhere in a perpendicular direction to the counter-surface 
and undergo deformation and shear stress; because of the 
limited motion, i.e., micro-slippage in the front region of the 
tire, predominantly the so-called static coefficient of friction 
�s and an adhesion friction component is involved. Then, 
the blocks enter into the non-stationary region and leave the 
contact area with a noticeable displacement under a range 
of frequency excitations which originate from the surface 
roughness of the counter-surface; it is expected to have hys-
teresis friction as the dominant component with the kinetic 
coefficient of friction �k involved, which is also termed as 
dynamic or sliding friction. It occurs based on a relative 
movement of the object on the counter-surface. Without 
any kind of slippage and disregarding the possible rolling 
resistance, the tread block would leave the contact area in a 
perpendicular direction to the counter-surface.

The friction curve in Fig. 5 describes the transition from 
the stationary to the non-stationary regions by describing 
the friction force vs. the slip: first, the tire mostly adheres to 
the counter-surface; with increasing slippage, then reaches 
a maximum in friction force; and finally starts to slide. The 
ABS braking principle is commonly optimized at the high-
est friction. In ordinary driving, even though the tire is in 
motion, the major part of the contact patch relative to the 
ground is stationary. Therefore, both �s and �k are important 
and involved.

In the case of lateral movement, the displacement occurs 
in parallel to the rolling axis of the tire which will be 
explained in detail by exploiting a physical model: the so-
called brush model. In the coming sections, the tire behav-
iors are qualitatively and comparatively described. Pure 
lateral slip is closer to the governing slip mechanism of the 
LAT100. A combined slip condition is not discussed in the 
present context.

Fig. 4  The estimated contributions of the various factors on tire fric-
tion for dry/wet surfaces [20]

Fig. 5  Schematic view of tire 
tread blocks in the contact area 
in longitudinal slippage with 
identifications of regions: sta-
tionary and non-stationary (also 
known as adhesion and sliding 
regions according to Pacejka); 
and friction components: adhe-
sion and hysteresis; based on 
[21–23]
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3.2  The Tire Brush Model

The relation between frictional force and slippage is of high 
importance in tire dynamics and mechanics. Figure 5 depicts 
schematic and graphical representations of this relationship; 
the mathematical relation, which is a point of great interest 
for researchers [4, 19, 22–32], requires sophisticated models. 
The concept of the ‘brush’ model originates from Fromm 
and Julien as stated by Pacejka [23]. The brush model 
employed in the present context describes qualitatively the 
main features of a slipping tire based on Pacejka and Bes-
selink. In the present section, the nomenclature is based on 
Besselink [22] and the sign convention on Pacejka [23] and 
the equations on both. The model can be extended to bet-
ter accuracy depending on the types of assumptions. Tire 
behavior can be described in greater detail through more 
complex models, computer simulations, and the finite ele-
ment method [26, 33, 34].

The brush model is typically known as a row of elastic 
bristles attached to a rigid body called ‘carcass’. Every bris-
tle comes to the counter-surface plane, touches it, and can 
deflect and leave it until the next revolution. The bristles may 
be called tread volume or elements and their compliance 
corresponds to the overall elasticity of the real tire includ-
ing carcass, belt, and tread layers. In the present context the 
brush model is described based on the following assump-
tions [22, 23, 30]: (i) The carcass is rigid and flattened in 
the contact region with a length of 2a ; (ii) tread elements 
attached to carcass are elastic and the deformation of the 
rubber volume between the ground and the tire carcass 
generates the slip; (iii) the rubber part is approximated as 
a single row of equally-spaced deformable bristles like a 
brush i.e., the lateral contact width 2b is assumed to be a 
thin slice of the tire; (iv) the bristles are compliant i.e., can 
deflect either in longitudinal or lateral directions parallel to 
the counter-surface; (v) a bristle enters the contact region 
perpendicular to the counter-surface; (vi) the bristle leaves 
the contact region after a certain time but in a presence of 
slip; (vii) the slip causes a bristle deflection �(x) (m) and 
force per unit length q(x)(N/m) generated in the contact point 
which follows Hooke’s law:

with kb (N/m2) the bristle stiffness per unit length. This is 
valid either for lateral qy(x), �y(x) or longitudinal qx(x), �x(x) 
directions; a Cartesian coordinate system is introduced with 
x longitudinal, y lateral, z perpendicular directions attached 
to the contact center C where the coordinate system is situ-
ated; (viii) every bristle can deform independently of one 
another, i.e., at a specific time both stationary and non-sta-
tionary (or adhesion and sliding) regions in the contact line 
can occur; (ix) the longitudinal, lateral, and vertical forces 

(4)q(x) = kb ⋅ �(x)

are determined by summations of individual bristle contri-
butions. The forces are the integrals over the contact length 
and read as follows:

Figure 6 depicts the tire brush model according to the 
mentioned assumptions. Pure slip conditions can occur:

1. When the velocity of travel, vector V  shows an angle � 
with the symmetry plane of the tire normal to the rolling 
axis; it creates lateral slip;

2. When the forward component of the wheel velocity 
Vx = Vcos� is not equivalent to Vr = reΩ , where Ω 
(rad/s) is the angular speed of the tire; it creates longi-
tudinal slip.

The tip of each bristle moves from the leading to the trail-
ing edge and stays in contact with the counter-surface as long 
as friction allows in each revolution. The deflections of the 
bristles increase in a direction parallel to the velocity V towards 
the trailing edge. This velocity vector could be parallel to Vx in 

(5)Fx =

a

∫
−a

qx(x)dx,

(6)Fy =

a

∫
−a

qy(x)dx,

(7)Fz = FN =

a

∫
−a

qz(x)dx.

Fig. 6  The tire brush model drew according to the assumptions and 
[22]
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longitudinal slip or form an angle with V in the case of lateral 
slip. The base points of the bristles fixed to the carcass move 
backward with a velocity of Vr relative to the contact center C ; 
while with respect to the counter-surface, the base points travel 
with a slip speed Vs , see Fig. 7.

By assuming a parabolic function for qz(x) , Fz in Eq. (7) can 
be obtained by inserting the following expression:

The maximum deflection of the bristles �max(x) is limited by 
the presence of the coefficient of friction � , assumed constant. 
The constant friction coefficient in the current model might 
seems primitive; however, it is good enough to demonstrate the 
basic differences between the tire test modalities in compari-
son with the Grosch wheel. The magnitude of the generated 
frictional force per unit length q(x) is defined according to 
Coulomb’s equation:

(8)qz(x) =
3Fz

4a

(
1 −

(
x

a

)2
)

(9)|q(x)| ≤ μqz(x).

Equation (9) is valid whether the bristle moves in x or y 
direction, i.e., longitudinal qx(x) or lateral qy(x) direction. 
From Eqs. (4) Hooke’s law and (9) Coulomb’s law, the maxi-
mum bristle deflection �max(x) can be derived in Eq. (10) and 
has a parabolic shape because it is a function of qz(x):

This concept is a good basis for the following discussions 
of the mathematical calculations of the frictional forces and 
‘break-away’ point which is the transition between the sta-
tionary and non-stationary regions. In the next section, they 
will be discussed for two scenarios of pure lateral and lon-
gitudinal slip conditions.

3.2.1  Pure Lateral (Side) Slip

In the stationary region, the contact line between the bristles 
and the counter-surface is straight, the bristles follow the 
straight line of contact which is parallel to V  , the veloc-
ity of travel. By applying the slip angle � , at the moment 
that the straight line of contact intersects with the maximum 
deflection parabola �max , the non-stationary region begins 
from the intersection or the break-away point in Fig. 8A. 
The bristles coincide with the parabola for the maximum 
possible deflection. The deflection is not linear anymore and 
is curved indicating that available frictional forces become 
lower than the forces that would have continued along the 
straight line, Fig. 8B. Due to asymmetry of the deflection, 
a self-aligning torque or moment Mz arises. The moment is 
the product of multiplying the lateral force Fy by the moment 
arm, or the ‘pneumatic trail’ tp , which is the distance of the 
lateral force line of action from point C . As the slip angle 
increases, the deformation profile becomes more symmet-
ric. The point of intersection shifts to the leading edge, the 
lateral force escalates, and tp decreases; until the contact 
line becomes the tangent to the parabola at the foremost of 
the leading edge, Fig. 8C. The deformation becomes fully 
symmetric, and the stationary (adhesion) region disappears 
and full sliding occurs. The friction curve turns flat, the tp 
becomes zero, and the self-aligning moment vanishes. By 
further increasing the slip angle, the situation for bristles has 
to stay theoretically unchanged, see Fig. 8D.

The mathematical equations for the above description of 
the pure lateral slip are derived for a steady-state situation 
��∕�s = 0 , i.e., deflection does not change with distance s . 
Consider Δt the time that the bristle already spent in the 
contact region:

(10)||�max(x)
|| =

μqz(x)

kb

(11)Δt =
a − x

Vr

,

Fig. 7  Pure longitudinal and lateral slip conditions, based on [22, 23]
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then the pure lateral deflection derived from the trigonom-
etry of velocities in the contact region [22] is as follows, see 
also Fig. 7:

Based on the last assumption of the model in the previ-
ous section, the lateral or cornering force Fy is the integral 
of qy(x) over the contact length 2a ; by substituting Eqs. (4) 
and (12) for very small slip angle, it results:

(12)�y(x) = −VsyΔt = (a − x) tan �.
By solving the integral for very small � ≈ tan � , the 

relationship between frictional force and slippage, i.e., 
Fy as a function of � in the stationary region follows the 
expression below:

(13)

Fy =

a

∫
−a

qy(x)dx = kb

a

∫
−a

�y(x)dx = kb tan �

a

∫
−a

(a − x)dx.

Fig. 8  Pure lateral slip condition and resulting force and aligning moment by increasing slip angle � , based on [22, 23]
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where CF� (N/rad) is the cornering stiffness. Note that the 
cornering stiffness is the slope of Fy vs. �:

which depends on tread stiffness and the length of contact 
2a . Subsequently, the self-aligning moment Mz is calculated 
with the moment arm:

where CM�
 (Nm/rad) is the self-aligning stiffness. Accord-

ingly, the pneumatic trail tp can be calculated using Eqs. (14) 
and (16) as follows:

These calculations were made for the stationary region. 
To find the distance of the break-away point xt to the center C 
(Fig. 8), the linear bristle deflection in the stationary region 
has to be equal to the maximum of the parabolic bristle 
deflection. Hence, from Eqs. (10) and (12), two solutions 
are obtained for xt:

Solution xt1 is the break-away point, describing that from 
a to xt1 is the stationary region and from xt1 to −a is the non-
stationary one. If xt1 = a , the sliding slip angle �sliding can 
be deduced:

This is the slip angle when the stationary region van-
ishes and full sliding occurs, where solution 2 is indicated, 
Fig. 8C. Similar to Eq. (13), Fy and Mz can be written for the 
contact length when both regions exist. For the stationary 
region Eq. (4) and the non-stationary region Eq. (9) which 
are relevant, hence Fy is the summation of two integrals:

Correspondingly, by considering the torque arm, the 
aligning moment becomes

(14)Fy = 2kba
2
� = CF��,

(15)CF� =
(
�Fy∕��

)
�→0

(16)Mz =

a

∫
−a

qy(x)xdx = −
2

3
kba

3
� = CM�

�,

(17)Mz = Fy.tp → (tp)�→0 =
1

3
a.

(18)

�y(x)
|||at xt = �ymax(x)

|||at xt ⇒

solution 1 ∶ xt1 =
4kba

3

3�Fz

(tan �) − a,

solution 2 ∶ xt2 = a

.

(19)�sliding = tan−1
(
3�Fz

2kba
2

)

(20)

Fy =
3�Fz

4a

xt

∫
−a

(
1 −

(
x

a

)2
)
dx + kb

a

∫
xt

(a − x) tan � dx.

The solutions of the integrals of the above expressions 
depend on xt.

• If xt = xt2 = a , it indicates that the � ≥ �sliding , then

• If xt = xt1 , i.e., � ≤ �sliding, then the integral has to be 
solved based on xt1 in Eq. (18), which results in`

where the parameter � is defined as follows [23]:

And subsequently, tp holds as follows:

3.2.2  Pure Longitudinal Slip

The basic principles for lateral and longitudinal slip are 
similar, except that the longitudinal deflection follows 
Eq. (28) [22]:

where � is the slip ratio as described in the previous paper. 
According to the coordinate system, it holds that

From the similarity between the bristle deflections in 
x and y directions, i.e., Equations (12) and (28), it can 
be deduced that by replacing tan � in Eq. (24) for Fy by 
�∕(1 + �) , the force Fx can be derived as follows:

(21)

Mz =
3�Fz

4a

xt

∫
−a

(
1 −

(
x

a

)2
)
xdx + kb

a

∫
xt

(a − x) tan �xdx.

(22)Fy = �Fz

(23)Mz = 0

(24)Fy = �Fz tan �
(
3� − 3�2 tan2 � + �

3 tan3 �
)
,

(25)M
y
= −�F

z
a� tan �

(
1 − 3|� tan �| + 3(� tan �)2 − (� tan �)3

)
,

(26)� =
2kba

2

3�Fz

.

(27)tp =
a

3

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝

1 − 3�� tan �� + 3(� tan �)2 − (� tan �)3�
1 − �� tan �� + 1

3
(� tan �)2

�
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠
.

(28)�x(x) = −VsxΔt = (a − x)
�

1 + �

,

(29)κ = −
Vsx

||Vx
||
= −

Vx − reΩ

||Vx
||

.
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And accordingly the break-away point xt1 can be described 
as follows:

In Sect. 4, the implementation, possible improvement, 
and limitations of the model for the LAT100 compared with 
the tire are investigated.

3.2.3  Accuracy of the Brush Model

The presented model is already complex but still contains 
numerous assumptions. Besselink [22] calculated the errors 
of the presented brush model compared to actual tire meas-
urements for Fy , Fx , and Mz in pure slip conditions to be 
15%, 11%, and 73%, respectively. The error for the align-
ing moment Mz is notably high. To reduce the errors and 
improve the accuracy of the presented model for a real tire, 
the assumptions have to be refined, see later in Sect. 4.3.

(30)Fx = 3�Fz�
�

1 + �

(
1 −

||||�
�

1 + �

|||| +
1

3

(
�

�

1 + �

)2
)
.

(31)xt1 =
4kba

3

3�Fz

||||
�

1 + �

|||| − a.

4  Implementation of the Brush Model 
for the Grosch Wheel

4.1  Model Inputs

The presented brush model is now used to explain the phys-
ics and dynamics of the Grosch wheel as the test specimen of 
the LAT100 machine as shown in Fig. 9. The Grosch sample 
specification is illustrated in Fig. 1; a solid rubber wheel 
with no air inside, while an actual tire is pneumatic with 
specific construction. The internal structure of a real tire 
is much more complicated compared to the simple Grosch 
rubber wheel. For the Grosch wheel, the parabolic pressure 
distribution is considered as a basis to start with the model 
implementation (Table 1).

Due to the geometry of the wheel-shaped sample, the 
contact length 2a depends on the vertical wheel deflection 
� as shown in Fig. 3. By rising the normal load, � increases. 
Schallamach and Turner [31] suggested a proportional-
ity between the square of the contact length of the wheel 
with the counter-surface, and the ratio of normal load 
divided by Young’s modulus of the rubber compound, 
i.e., a2 ∝

(
FN∕E

)
 . Besselink [22] introduced a pragmatic 

approach that matches with the measurement data of vertical 

Fig. 9  The velocities and the 
resultant friction forces of the 
Grosch wheel sample on the 
LAT100 counter-surface disk at 
slip angle α according to brush 
model and sign convention of 
Pacejka

Table 1  Alteration of contact length with normal load, measured with pressure-sensitive film, type LLLW; 2a is identified

Load 35 N 55 N 75 N 95 N 115 N

Compound A
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deflections of tires. In the present study, the alteration of 
the contact length was determined with the normal load 
using Fuji film pressure-sensitive film in a so-called ‘static’ 
measurement in which a ‘momentary’ pressure on the non-
moving wheel is applied in a way that the normal load was 
raised gradually for five seconds and then maintained at this 
level for a further five seconds. Figure 10 is a graphical rep-
resentation of the variations of the experimental values of 
the contact length 2a and width 2b vs. normal load for the 
Grosch wheel with a typical tread compound A (the proper-
ties of compound A are listed in Table 4 in “Appendix”). 
The variation of the width 2b with load is neglected, see 
Table 1 and Fig. 10.

The values for bristle stiffness kb are taken as the storage 
moduli G of the rubber compounds from frequency sweep 
measurements with Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analyses 
(DMTA) at 0.1% strain, assuming the geometry factor of the 
bristles is of order unity. The coefficient of friction � is taken 
from the maximum value of the friction curve obtained with 
the LAT100. A summary of the modeling parameters for two 
compounds A and E is listed in Table 2.

4.2  Model Outputs

Modeling was performed in two parts:

First, half of the contact length a was taken from ‘static’ 
measurements of contact area as illustrated in Fig. 10; the 
input values for compound A are presented in Table 2. 
Figure 11 represents a comparison of the modeling data 
and the measurements with the LAT100: the lateral force 
Fy vs. slip angle � , Eq. (24). Although the stiffness of the 
rubber compound and normal load were considered in the 
evaluation of the ‘static’ a , the outcome of the model is 
far from the experimental data: the dashed vs. the solid red 
curves. The model is very sensitive to bristle stiffness, and 
therefore, the rubber modulus governs the friction curve 
up to the �sliding . The model accuracy can be altered signifi-
cantly by the G value: for instance, assuming an hypotheti-
cal value of 15 MPa for G , (Fig. 11 with the dotted curve). 
Hence, obtaining a proper value for G is very important, 
as the modulus can change based on the type of test and 
its condition, see Table 4 in “Appendix”.

Second, an estimate of the a value is obtained using the 
LAT100 experimental data which is expected to repre-
sent the ‘dynamic’ contact length. From Eq. (14) at a very 
small 𝛼 < 1◦ , half of the contact length a can be extracted:

Fig. 10  Alteration of the experimental values of the contact length 
2a and width 2b with varying normal load for the Grosch wheel with 
tread compound A

Table 2  Modeling parameters 
for the Grosch wheel from 
compound A and E, at speed 
3.7 km/h

Parameter Symbol Compound A Compound E Unit

Wheel radius rw 41 41 mm
Wheel width b 9 9 mm
Bristle stiffness kb 7.6 4.5 N/mm2 or MPa
Coefficient of friction μ 1.2 1 –
Half of the contact length at 

load 65 N
a 3.7 3.1 mm

Fig. 11  Measurement results and modeling outputs of Fy vs. � for a 
‘static’; the modeling inputs are taken from Table 2. The dotted curve 
shows the influence of the bristle stiffness or G value of the rubber 
compound on modeling for the Grosch wheel with tread compound A
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By implementing the ‘dynamic’ approximate of a in the 
model, the outcome is presented in Fig. 12 in comparison 
with the ‘static’; the modification of a improves the model 
accuracy for the prediction of Fy remarkably. Note that 
beyond �sliding , the model follows Eq. (22) where the Cou-
lomb approximation of the sliding region is clearly poor.

Figure 13 illustrates the outcome of the model, lateral 
force Fy vs. slip angle � , for a softer compound E than 
compound A, also presented in Table 4 in “Appendix”; the 
modeling parameters for compound E are listed in Table 2. 
There is a vertical shift upwards for the experimental fric-
tion curve Fy vs. � at � = 0◦ for compound E, which could 
indicate the presence of a pseudo-camber angle. The wheel 
camber or inclination angle � is the angle between the 
planes of the wheel and the normal to the counter-surface. 
The shift can stem from non-uniformity of the vulcan-
ized sample. The Grosch wheel sample is 19 mm thick 
which inevitably leads to a gradient in crosslink density 
and consequent inhomogeneity of the specimen [11]. Still, 
by using the a ‘dynamic’ in the calculation, the deviation 
of the modeling output for compound E from the meas-
urement result is larger than for compound A. Figure 14 
shows a comparison of the lateral forces Fy , aligning 
moments Mz , and pneumatic trails tp vs. slip angle � for 
compounds A and E.

However, there is a subtle point concerning introducing 
the a ‘dynamic’ in Eq. (32). The model outcome Fy vs. � 
becomes insensitive to variation of the G value for a particu-
lar compound but not the Mz and tp . The model outcomes are 
presented for various hypothetical G values for compound A 
in Fig. 15. The G value of 7.6 MPa was taken from Table 4; 

(32)a =

√
CF�

2kb

the data are presented as well for 3.8 MPa (0.5G) and 15.2 
(2G). No change of Fy can be observed. This can be traced 
back to the �sliding value calculated by Eq. (19). By substitut-
ing Eq. (32) in (19), the �sliding value becomes invariant to 
the G modulus, it reads as follows:

While the self-aligning moment Mz and the pneumatic 
trail tp differ based on the G values, the stiffer compound 
has a smaller pneumatic trail and needs a lower aligning 
torque. Based on this outcome, it may be concluded that Fy 
before reaching the �sliding point is not a function of the tread 
stiffness. However, in reality, the tread stiffness affects the 
friction curve and �sliding value as elaborated in the previous 
study [1]. This is a limitation of the current assumptions for 
the model. To get closer to the experimental data, some ways 
are explained in the next section.

4.3  Potential Model Improvements

As explained in Sect. 3, the assumptions for the model may 
be refined to reduce the errors and improve the accuracy, 
e.g., by introducing

 i. an elastic carcass;
 ii. non-linear bristle deflections;
 iii. the rubber volume as multiple rows of deformable 

bristles;
 iv. realistic pressure distribution in the contact area;
 v. the dependency of the coefficient of friction � on slip 

speed and normal load by implementing available fric-
tion theories;

(33)�sliding = tan−1
(
3�Fz

CF�

)
.

Fig. 12  Lateral force Fy vs. slip angle � for compound A; implemen-
tation of the ‘ a dynamic’ compared to the ‘ a static’ with LAT100 
measurement data at G of 7.6 MPa

Fig. 13  lateral force Fy vs. slip angle � for Grosch wheel with com-
pound E, a ‘dynamic’ is used
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 vi. deal with non-uniform carcass deflection;
 vii. inclusion of inclination (camber) angle or path curva-

ture.

In ‘Treadsim’ which is an improved brush model by Pace-
jka [35], some of the above improvements have been further 
developed for tires. The modeling in the present study was 
performed to create a basic understanding of the physics 
and dynamics of the Grosch wheel in the contact patch and 
attribute them to friction components and mechanisms. The 
authors are of the opinion that even a basic model with con-
stant µ should display the reason behind for no correlation 
between tire α and κ sweep tests of the previous study which 
are discussed in the next section.

4.4  Attribution of Friction Components

With the presented model, some insights into the dynamics 
and physics of the Grosch wheel as the specimen for the 
LAT100, the newly developed tribometer, were obtained. 
The attempt was not purely to discover the most accurate 
model, but to acquire a deeper understanding of the slip-
page regions, i.e., stationary and non-stationary. This 
bridges the gap between wheel dynamics and rubber friction 
mechanisms. It creates a clear and intelligible profundity 

of understanding friction curves in connection with rubber 
characterization and frictional mechanisms.

The stationary and non-stationary regions were identified 
in the model, as marked in Figs. 5 and 8b with magenta and 
blue colors, respectively. Each region encompasses specific 
contributions of frictional mechanisms, where different com-
ponents are expected to govern and play the main role. In 
the stationary region, the tread deforms and stresses under 
shear which predominantly contributes to the adhesive fric-
tion component. The classical description of long-chain rub-
ber polymers at the interface with a counter-surface dictates 
that by applying shear stress on the tread block, the rubber 
chains stretch, detach, relax, and re-attach to the counter-
surface whereupon the cycle repeats itself [36]. In the non-
stationary region due to the displacement, the tread blocks 
are subjected to a range of frequency excitations originating 
from the asperities of the counter-surface, where viscoelastic 
or hysteresis friction could prevail. This can be measured 
with a sliding friction measurement and also Persson’s fric-
tion theory can calculate the viscoelastic part. The adhesion 
contribution can be obtained with a separate measurement 
designed for adhesion evaluation [37].

The friction curve can be split into three main sections 
concerning characteristic shape factors: linear, transitional, 
and frictional, see Fig. 16. The linear section indicating 

Fig. 14  Lateral force Fy , align-
ing moment Mz , and pneumatic 
trail tp vs. slip angle � for com-
pounds A and E

Fig. 15  Lateral force Fy , align-
ing moment Mz , and pneumatic 
trail tp vs. slip angle � for com-
pound A; at various hypotheti-
cal bristle stiffness of 0.5G, G, 
and 2G presented with colors 
dark to light green, respectively; 
G value is 7.6 MPa
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cornering stiffness represents basic linear handling and sta-
bility of the tire; the transitional section is mainly affected by 
tread stiffness; the frictional range depends primarily on the 
viscoelastic properties. The advantage of this categorization 
of the friction curve is that it provides information regard-
ing the slippage regions and accordingly distinguishes the 
prevailing friction components.

Full sliding starts at the peak of the friction curve, and 
after that, the Coulomb equation in the model is a poor 
representation. For comparison of α and κ sweep tests, the 
main focus has to be dedicated to the sections before the 
peak occurs where the contributions of both regions, i.e., 
stationary and non-stationary, envisage a high likeliness for 
different friction mechanisms. It is noteworthy that in reality 
and in ordinary driving, the passenger car tire gets an angle 
of 2°–6° during cornering in bends while the peak typically 
occurs at 4°–7° [21]. Therefore, both regions need to be con-
sidered for tire friction. From this, it is clear why wider tires 
provide more grip because of the possibility to enlarge the 
stationary region which results in enhanced static friction.

4.5  Comparison of Tire α and κ Sweep Tests

The tests modalities need to be compared at an equivalent 
scale or measure. This measure is defined as ‘theoretical 
slip’ for longitudinal and lateral slip conditions. Table 3 
shows a comparison between both slip types.

Theoretically, by assuming an equal coefficient of friction 
and bristle stiffness at both pure slip types, i.e., supposedly 
�x = �y and kbx = kby , then

• The equation for the longitudinal stiffness CF� is identical 
to the cornering stiffness CF�;

• The theoretical slip at sliding occurs at the same � for 
both types.

Hence, the equality of the friction curves is described in 
Fig. 17.

In reality, a notable discrepancy between the measured 
values for longitudinal and cornering stiffness is observed. 
Pacejka [23] indicated that CF� is typically 50% larger than 
CF� due to the lateral (torsional) compliance of the carcass 
of an actual tire. Also cornering stiffness may differ with tire 
vertical load, from 6 to 30 times according to Pacejka. Bes-
selink [22] plotted the measured values of CF in longitudinal 
and lateral slip conditions vs. vertical load. The CF� values 
were larger than CF� around by one order of magnitude.

Still, it is expected that the qualitative similarity of both 
pure slip characteristics remains. By comparing actual tire 
data of α and κ sweep tests from the previous study [1], the 
portions of stationary and non-stationary regions in each test 
can be approximated by the model. An example of the com-
parison between both α and κ tests for the same tread com-
pound is shown in Fig. 18 where all other variables remained 
the same. The results are plotted vs. the characteristic slip 
parameters and the theoretical slips for the modeling and the 
measurement data. The right-side plots of each row describe 
the disparity between the α and κ tests: at equivalent theo-
retical slip values, the curves show different characteristic 
shapes (see Fig. 16). This becomes more pronounced by 

Fig. 16  Characteristic shape factors of the friction curve: 1. linear, 2. 
transitional, and 3. frictional; after Pacejka [38]

Table 3  Comparison of the 
equations derived from the 
brush model in longitudinal and 
lateral slip conditions

Slip type Pure longitudinal ( x direction) Pure lateral ( y direction)

Characteristic parameter � �

Slip definition
� = −

Vsx|Vx| tan � = −
Vsy

|Vx|
Bristle deflection �x(x) = −VsxΔt = (a − x)

�

1+�
�y(x) = −VsyΔt = (a − x) tan �

Theoretical slip, s sx =
�

1+�
sy = tan �

At small slip Fx = CF��,CF� = 2kba
2 Fy = CF��,CF� = 2kba

2

At large slip Fx = �Fzsx

(
3� − 3

(
sx�

)2
+ ||sx�||3

)
Fy = �Fzsy

(
3� − 3

(
sy�

)2
+
|||sy�

|||
3
)

|||ssliding
||| 1∕

�
=

3�Fz

2kba
2

1∕
�
=

3�Fz

2kba
2

Break-away point xt1 =
4kba

3

3�Fz

sx − a xt1 =
4kba

3

3�Fz

sy − a
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plotting the portions of the stationary and non-stationary 
regions vs. theoretical slips in Fig. 19. The ratios of the sta-
tionary to the non-stationary at equivalent theoretical slips 
for both α and κ tests are presented in Fig. 20. For instance, 
at 5% slip, the stationary region in the α test is around 50% 
larger than for the κ test.

The theoretical slip as employed so far was solely a sim-
ple approach to demonstrate the basic but important under-
lying reason for no correlation between α and κ sweep tests 
for tires. In reality, more factors play a role. When at equal 
theoretical slip, the frictional forces differ, it implicitly sug-
gests that the slip velocities in the contact area differ. Refer-
ring back to the theoretical slip equations in Table 3, these 

Fig. 18  Comparison of α and κ tests at characteristic parameters and theoretical slips, first row: lateral sweep test, Fy vs. � and sy , second row: 
longitudinal sweep test, Fx vs. � and sx ; for the same tread compound

Fig. 17  Equality of friction 
curves at pure slip types plotted 
against theoretical slip: (left) 
longitudinal and (right) lateral 
[23]
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defined measures do not imply equivalent slip velocities. 
For instance, at a theoretical slip of 0.1, the slip velocities 
of the tire in α and κ tests are 6 km/h and 10 km/h, respec-
tively. Furthermore, temperature and abrasion play a role. 
Figure 21 presents the temperature profiles of α and κ tests 

at equivalent theoretical slip. Above 10% slippage, the tem-
perature difference becomes significant. This impacts the 
whole scenario of comparison.

Based on the current scenario, it was deduced so far that 
the α and κ sweep tests of tires are not correlating theo-
retically and experimentally, and respectively, as the tire 
α data and LAT100 sweep measurements do correlate [1] 
mutatis mutandis, a correlation between tire κ test and 
LAT100 sweep seems beyond the realm of possibilities for 
the acquired data.

4.6  Comparison of α Sweep Test of Grosch Wheel 
and Tire

The possibility of the tire grip prediction for both α and κ 
with the small rubber wheel is still highly attractive. If the 
underlying reasons for the correlation between LAT100 
sweep and tire α test are fully comprehended, it opens the 
possibility to also mimic the situation for tire κ test in a 
laboratory environment. Therefore, in the present section, 
the fundamental reasons for the correlations between the 
α sweep test of the Grosch wheel and tire are being further 
elaborated on. It benefits the subject in two ways: first, the 

Fig. 19  Comparison of station-
ary and non-stationary regions 
at the theoretical slips for both 
α and κ tests for the examples 
of Fig. 18

Fig. 20  Stationary/Non-station-
ary regions for α and κ tests for 
the examples of Fig. 18

Fig. 21  Temperature profiles of α and κ tests at equivalent theoretical 
slip for the examples of Fig. 18
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correlations are not purely experimental by relying on test 
conditions, which makes it more reliable to acquire corre-
lations with a new set of tire data; and second, the advan-
tage of using a wheel-shaped specimen becomes more 
concrete to raise the possibility to also predict κ sweep in 
a laboratory environment.

In the previous section, the comparison between tire α 
and κ tests was elaborated in-depth. The same approach 
can now be employed for the α friction curves of the 
Grosch wheel and the tire at an equal theoretical measure 
of sy . The similarity between the test modalities of lateral 
sweep of the tire and of the LAT100 seems to be the silver 
lining for the acquired correlations in the previous study 
[1]. Referring back to the acquired correlations, the slip 
angle sweep ranges up to the peak points in the measured 
friction curves Fy vs. α of the LAT100 and the tire were 
different. The α friction curve of LAT100 approached a 
plateau roughly above 20°, which can be seen for example 
in Fig. 22 for the curves of Fy vs. α or sy for compound 
C3 of our previous study [1] at a speed of 6.5 km/h and 
a normal load of 55 N. Accordingly, Fig. 23 shows the 
stationary and non-stationary regions resulting from the 
modeling of the Grosch wheel. For the tire, the α friction 

curve reached full sliding at around 7°, see Fig. 18: Fy vs. 
α. The question is why the sweep ranges of the tire and 
LAT100 vary and more particularly with such a large dif-
ference, while the α test of the LAT100 and the tire did 
still correlate.

With the aid of the previously described model, it should 
be possible to reply to this question or at least provide some 
basic understanding. First, the beginning of the measured 
friction curve of the Grosch wheel shows a slight upward 
shift along the y-axis: see Fig. 22. This could implicitly indi-
cate the presence of a pseudo-camber angle as mentioned in 
Sect. 4.2, which could be due to a non-uniformly vulcanized 
sample or an induced inclination angle owing to the path 
curvature. Second, due to this deviation, the �sliding value for 
the Grosch wheel can be computed to be 30° (or sy = 0.53), 
but the measurements suggested that full sliding occurred 
at 20° (or sy = 0.45).

The correlations between the tire α and the LAT100 
sweep tests were achieved for the cornering stiffness Cf and 
peak values of friction curves Fy vs. α. For Cf  and peak val-
ues, the dominant regions in the contact area are stationary 
and non-stationary, respectively. The correlation between the 
LAT100 and tire α tests for the Cf values are because of the 

Fig. 22  α sweep friction curve 
of the LAT100: Fy vs. α or sy for 
the Grosch wheel at 6.5 km/h 
and 55 N for compound C3

Fig. 23  Comparison of station-
ary and non-stationary regions 
at the theoretical slip sy for the 
Grosch wheel at 6.5 km/h and 
55 N for compound C3
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similarities between the friction mechanisms in the station-
ary regions of wheel samples, see Sect. 4.4. By recapping 
the comparison between the tire α and κ tests, the ranking of 
the tread compounds for the stiffness parameters Cf� and Cf� 
are comparable in order; suggesting that the tire tests of α 
and κ in the primarily stationary regions correlate and have 
similar friction mechanisms, see Fig. 24.

The theoretical slip sy values of c.a. 0.17 and 0.53 for the 
tire and Grosch wheel do differ at the peak or �sliding points 
that indicate that both samples are in the non-stationary 
region; it theoretically implies that no correlation can occur! 
Despite that, the α tests of LAT100 and tire experimentally 
did correlate at the peak values. This paradox can be solved 
by comparison of the slip velocities of the LAT100 Grosch 
wheel and the corresponding tire. The slip velocity in lateral 
test modality of the tire is defined as follows:

Based on this equation and the tire data, at 60 km/h veloc-
ity of travel and theoretical slip of 0.1, the tire slip velocity is 
around 5.8 km/h in the lateral direction. The velocity of the 
Grosch wheel which delivers the correlation with the tire data 
was 6.5 km/h. This speed was eight times smaller than the tire 

(34)−Vsy = Vx tan �.

speed as shown in the previous study [1]. Therefore, the meas-
urement at lower velocity is compensated with sweeping to a 
larger range of slip angles to maintain a level of slip velocity 
that can induce full sliding or a full non-stationary region for 
the Grosch wheel. At an equivalent slip velocity of 5.8 km/h 
for the Grosch wheel, the slip angle for the traveling speed of 
6.5 km/h can be calculated according to Eq. (34) to be 41°. 
This shows why LAT100 peaks at larger slip angles. It should 
be noted that in the measurements, full sliding begins at around 
25° slip angle. This discrepancy is due to the assumptions of 
the brush model. It is noteworthy that the modeling was done 
under numerous assumptions. The contact width of the Grosch 
wheel, 2b is larger than the contact length 2a ; an implementa-
tion of multi-rows of bristles is more realistic and can provide 
more precise information regarding the deformation of the 
Grosch wheel. Furthermore, the curvature of the disk counter-
surface path should be taken into account. The counter-surface 
disk curvature creates a distribution of slip velocities within the 
contact patch of the Grosch wheel as a function of α and r, the 
radius of an arbitrary point in the contact area to the center of 
the counter-surface disk, see Fig. 2 and Eq. (3). The range of 
influence of the disk curvature on the variation of contact patch 
radius and slip velocity can be approximately computed for the 
Grosch wheel according to Sect. 2.2, as shown in Fig. 25; the 

Fig. 24  Ranking of tire α and 
κ sweep tests at small slip for 
all compounds of the previous 
manuscript [1]

Fig. 25  Influence of the path 
curvature on the variation of the 
radius of contact points to the 
center of disk counter-surface 
and slip velocity, at disk trave-
ling speed 6.5 km/h and slip 
angle 25°; 2a Grosch contact 
length, 2b : contact width
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farther the contact point from the center of the counter-surface 
disk, the larger the slip velocity. The difference between the 
highest and the lowest slip velocities ΔVs in the contact area is 
influenced by input parameters of α and disk traveling velocity, 
see Fig. 26. The ΔVs can even reach 10 km/h at a very high 
speed and slip angle. It should be noted that the deflection of 
rubber with the sweep is disregarded in this calculation.

Hence, it is possible to highlight the underlying reasons for 
the obtained correlations between the Grosch wheel and tire by 
comparison of the slip velocities and normal load ranges and 
friction mechanisms concerning the slippage regions. And if 
these assumptions are correct, it should be possible to predict 
κ sweep with a small solid rubber wheel just by choosing the 
right test configuration and conditions. This could be obtained 
even though the experimental samples of the Grosch wheel 
were compared with tires with 25% contribution of the carcass 
construction and tread pattern (see Fig. 4) for friction and the 
counter-surfaces being corundum-based vs. asphalt.

Last but not least, the radial thickness of around 25 mm 
for the LAT100 sample should be reduced; thus, the imple-
mentation of the brush model with the assumption of a rigid 
carcass for the Grosch wheel would be more realistic. This 
could be further optimized to be able to exploit the LAT100 
as a versatile predictor for tire friction test modalities.

5  Conclusions

By using the renowned physical ‘brush model’, the dynamics 
and physics of the Grosch rubber wheel on the LAT100 counter-
surface as tribometer have been modeled. The behavior in lateral 
and longitudinal movements, similar to a real tire, were investi-
gated. The differences between the � and � sweep test modalities 
have been explained at a defined equivalent measure called theo-
retical slip. It was deduced that the type of test modality leads to 
different friction mechanisms in the contact patch even at simi-
lar test conditions. The underlying reasons for the correlation 

between LAT100 and tire α sweep tests have been highlighted. 
The importance of a laboratory wheel sample geometry com-
pared to a pure sliding body specimen could be substantiated by 
recognizing the two regions: stationary and non-stationary in the 
contact area similar to the tire. This resulted in similar friction 
mechanisms for the Grosch wheel as for a rolling tire. In reality 
in ordinary driving, a passenger car tire on the road operates in 
a slip angle range between 2° and 6°, while the peak of the fric-
tion curve typically occurs at 4°–7° of slip angles. This explains 
the importance of friction curves studied with the Grosch wheel 
because it provides insight into the stationary friction.

It has been deduced that the α and κ sweep tests of tires 
are not correlating theoretically nor experimentally, and as the 
tire α data and LAT100 sweep measurements do correlate, a 
correlation between tire κ tests and LAT100 sweep data seems 
beyond the realm of possibilities. However, the present study 
does provide an indication that it should be possible to predict 
κ sweep as well with a small solid rubber wheel, by choosing 
the right test configuration and modality.

The present study also suggests that modifications of the 
Grosch wheel could enhance the predictability of tire fric-
tion on the road, such as by improvement of the geometry of 
the specimen. The radial thickness and width of the Grosch 
wheel can be optimized by utilizing a multi-row brush model 
in which the assumptions are better tailored to reality. There-
fore, by using such an optimized small rubber wheel, it should 
be possible to predict tire grip in the laboratory for material 
development which saves cost and time rather than testing 
tread compounds by building full-scale tires.

Appendix

See Table 4.

Fig. 26  The ΔVs between the highest and the lowest slip velocities in 
the contact area vs. disk traveling speed and slip angle

Table 4  The physical, mechanical, and DMTA properties of the tread 
compounds A and E

*The italic row is used for the modeling calculations
a The data are taken from a temperature sweep measurement
b The data are taken from a strain sweep measurement
c The data are taken from a frequency sweep measurement

Properties Comp A Comp E

Hardness (°Sh A) 71 61
Tensile strength (MPa) 15.7 17.7
Elongation at break (%) 500 585
G′ (MPa) at 10 Hz, 40 °C, S6%a 2.3 1.6
G′ (MPa) at 10 Hz, 40 °C, S0.1%b 13.8 5.4
G′ (MPa) at 10 Hz, 40 °C, S0.1%c 7.8 3.7
G′ (MPa) at 1 Hz, 40 °C, S0.1%c 7.6* 3.1
G′ (MPa) at 10 Hz, 40 °C, S6%c 3.1 2.3
G′ (MPa) at 1 Hz, 40 °C, S6%c 2.9 2.0
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Derivation of Eq. (3) based on Fig. 27:
based on cosine law on the oblique triangle of (OAH):

The magnitude of AH based on the coordinate of A point 
can be defined as follows:

Based on the compound angle formula of cos (� + �) and 
by substituting Eqs. (36) in (35) and definition of sin and cos 
based on the coordinate of point A, r can be derived as follows:

The deformation of rubber in the contact area is not 
considered.
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